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(54) FAN BLADE HAVING A TIP ASSEMBLY

(57) A fan blade (62) includes a tip assembly (64)
that is disposed on a blade body (70). The tip assembly
has a leading edge wall (100) disposed proximate a lead-
ing edge (84) of the blade body, a trailing edge wall (102)
disposed proximate a trailing edge (86) of the blade body,
a suction side wall (106) that extends between the leading
edge wall and the trailing edge wall, a pressure side wall

(104) disposed opposite the suction side wall and ex-
tends between the leading edge wall and the trailing edge
wall, and a tip wall (108) that extends between the leading
edge wall, the trailing edge wall, the suction side wall,
and the pressure side wall and is disposed parallel to the
tip (82).
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Description

BACKGROUND

[0001] A gas turbine engine generally includes a fan
that is disposed at a forward section of the gas turbine
engine. A case assembly or nacelle is disposed about
the fan section of the gas turbine engine. The fan may
include a plurality of blades that are disposed close to an
inner surface of the nacelle. A portion of the blade may
contact a rub strip that is disposed on an inner surface
of the nacelle during operation. The rub strip is manufac-
tured of material that may be smoothly worn away by the
blade to maintain a tight seal between the nacelle and
the blade.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

[0002] According to an embodiment of the present dis-
closure, a fan blade for a gas turbine engine is provided.
The fan blade includes a blade body and a tip assembly.
The blade body has a pressure side disposed opposite
a suction side, each of the pressure side and the suction
side extending radially from a root towards a tip and ex-
tending axially from a leading edge towards a trailing
edge. The tip assembly is disposed on the tip. The tip
assembly has a leading edge wall that is disposed prox-
imate the leading edge, a trailing edge wall disposed
proximate the trailing edge, and a tip wall extending be-
tween the leading edge wall and the trailing edge and
disposed parallel to the tip.
[0003] In addition to one or more of the features de-
scribed above, or as an alternative to any of the foregoing
embodiments, the leading edge wall extends radially be-
tween a leading edge wall first end that engages the lead-
ing edge and a leading edge wall second end that is
spaced apart from the leading edge.
[0004] In addition to one or more of the features de-
scribed above, or as an alternative to any of the foregoing
embodiments, the trailing edge wall extends radially be-
tween a trailing edge wall first end that engages the trail-
ing edge and a trailing edge wall second end that is
spaced apart from the trailing edge.
[0005] In addition to one or more of the features de-
scribed above, or as an alternative to any of the foregoing
embodiments, the leading edge wall second end, the
trailing edge wall second end, and the tip wall at least
partially define a pocket.
[0006] In addition to one or more of the features de-
scribed above, or as an alternative to any of the foregoing
embodiments, the tip wall has a first portion that is oper-
atively connected to the leading edge wall and a second
portion that is operatively connected to the trailing edge
wall.
[0007] In addition to one or more of the features de-
scribed above, or as an alternative to any of the foregoing
embodiments, the first portion is disposed between and
is spaced apart from the leading edge wall first end and

the leading edge wall second end.
[0008] In addition to one or more of the features de-
scribed above, or as an alternative to any of the foregoing
embodiments, the second portion is disposed between
the trailing edge wall first end and the trailing edge wall
second end.
[0009] In addition to one or more of the features de-
scribed above, or as an alternative to any of the foregoing
embodiments, the tip assembly is bonded to the tip of
the blade body.
[0010] According to another embodiment of the
present disclosure, a fan blade is provided. The fan blade
includes a tip assembly that is disposed on a blade body.
The tip assembly has a leading edge wall disposed prox-
imate a leading edge of the blade body, a trailing edge
wall disposed proximate a trailing edge of the blade body,
a suction side wall that extends between the leading edge
wall and the trailing edge wall, a pressure side wall dis-
posed opposite the suction side wall and extends be-
tween the leading edge wall and the trailing edge wall,
and a tip wall that extends between the leading edge wall,
the trailing edge wall, the suction side wall, and the pres-
sure side wall and is disposed parallel to the tip.
[0011] In addition to one or more of the features de-
scribed above, or as an alternative to any of the foregoing
embodiments, the tip wall includes a first face and a sec-
ond face disposed opposite the first face.
[0012] In addition to one or more of the features de-
scribed above, or as an alternative to any of the foregoing
embodiments, the tip wall defines a plurality of holes that
extend from the first face to the second face.
[0013] In addition to one or more of the features de-
scribed above, or as an alternative to any of the foregoing
embodiments, the first face engages a tip of the blade
body.
[0014] In addition to one or more of the features de-
scribed above, or as an alternative to any of the foregoing
embodiments, the tip wall is bonded to a tip of the blade
body.
[0015] In addition to one or more of the features de-
scribed above, or as an alternative to any of the foregoing
embodiments, the first face of the tip wall and first ends
of the leading edge wall, the trailing edge wall, the pres-
sure side wall, and the suction side wall define a receiving
region that receives the tip of the blade body.
[0016] In addition to one or more of the features de-
scribed above, or as an alternative to any of the foregoing
embodiments, the second face of the tip wall and second
ends of the leading edge wall, the trailing edge wall, the
pressure side wall, and the suction side wall define a
pocket.
[0017] According to another embodiment of the
present disclosure, a gas turbine engine is provided. The
gas turbine engine includes a fan section and a fan blade.
The fan section has a fan case disposed about a fan.
The fan case has a rub strip disposed on an inner surface
of the fan case. The fan blade is incorporated into a rotor
provided with the fan section. The fan blade includes a
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blade body and the tip assembly as described above.
The blade body has a tip that is disposed proximate the
rub strip. The tip may engage the tip wall.
[0018] According to yet another embodiment of the
present disclosure, a gas turbine engine is provided. The
gas turbine engine includes a fan section and a fan blade.
The fan section has a fan case disposed about a fan.
The fan case has a rub strip disposed on an inner surface
of the fan case. The fan blade is incorporated into a rotor
provided with the fan section. The fan blade includes a
blade body and a tip assembly. The blade body has a tip
that is disposed proximate the rub strip. The tip assembly
has a first end that is operatively connected to the blade
body and a second end that is disposed opposite the first
end and extending towards the rub strip.
[0019] In addition to one or more of the features de-
scribed above, or as an alternative to any of the foregoing
embodiments, the tip assembly has a leading edge wall,
a trailing edge wall disposed opposite the leading edge
wall, a suction side wall, and a pressure side wall each
extending radially between the first end and the second
end of the tip assembly, and a tip wall, defining a plurality
of holes, extending between the leading edge wall, the
trailing edge, suction side wall, and the pressure side
wall.
[0020] In addition to one or more of the features de-
scribed above, or as an alternative to any of the foregoing
embodiments, the second end of the tip assembly and
the tip wall define a pocket.
[0021] In addition to one or more of the features de-
scribed above, or as an alternative to any of the foregoing
embodiments, the first end of the tip assembly and the
tip wall define a receiving region that receives a portion
of the blade body.
[0022] In addition to one or more of the features de-
scribed above, or as an alternative to any of the foregoing
embodiments, the tip engages the tip wall.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0023] The following descriptions should not be con-
sidered limiting in any way. With reference to the accom-
panying drawings, like elements are numbered alike:

FIG. 1 is a schematic representation of a gas turbine
engine provided with a fan blade having a tip assem-
bly;

FIG. 2 is a partial cross-sectional view of the fan
blade having the tip assembly disposed proximate a
rub strip of a fan case;

FIG. 3 is a top view of the fan blade having the tip
assembly; and

FIG. 4 is a cross-sectional view of the fan blade hav-
ing the tip assembly.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0024] A detailed description of one or more embodi-
ments of the disclosed apparatus and method are pre-
sented herein by way of exemplification and not limitation
with reference to the Figures.
[0025] FIG. 1 schematically illustrates a gas turbine
engine 20. The gas turbine engine 20 is disclosed herein
as a two-spool turbofan that generally incorporates a fan
section 22, a compressor section 24, a combustor section
26 and a turbine section 28. Alternative engines might
include an augmentor section (not shown) among other
systems or features.
[0026] The fan section 22 drives air along a bypass
flow path B in a bypass duct, while the compressor sec-
tion 24 drives air along a core flow path C for compression
and communication into the combustor section 26 then
expansion through the turbine section 28. Although de-
picted as a two-spool turbofan gas turbine engine in the
disclosed non-limiting embodiment, it should be under-
stood that the concepts described herein are not limited
to use with two-spool turbofans as the teachings may be
applied to other types of turbine engines including three-
spool architectures.
[0027] The gas turbine engine 20 generally includes a
low speed spool 30 and a high speed spool 32 mounted
for rotation about an engine central longitudinal axis A
relative to an engine static structure 36 via several bear-
ing systems 38. It should be understood that various
bearing systems 38 at various locations may alternatively
or additionally be provided and the location of bearing
systems 38 may be varied as appropriate to the applica-
tion.
[0028] The low speed spool 30 generally includes an
inner shaft 40 that interconnects a fan 42, a low pressure
compressor 44 and a low pressure turbine 46. The inner
shaft 40 is connected to the fan 42 through a speed
change mechanism, which in gas turbine engine 20 is
illustrated as a geared architecture 48 to drive the fan 42
at a lower speed than the low speed spool 30. The high
speed spool 32 includes an outer shaft 50 that intercon-
nects a high pressure compressor 52 and high pressure
turbine 54.
[0029] A combustor 56 of the combustor section 26 is
arranged in the gas turbine engine 20. The combustor
56 is arranged between the high pressure compressor
52 and the high pressure turbine 54. An engine static
structure 36 is arranged generally between the high pres-
sure turbine 54 and the low pressure turbine 46. The
engine static structure 36 further supports bearing sys-
tems 38 in the turbine section 28.
[0030] The inner shaft 40 and the outer shaft 50 are
concentric and rotate via bearing systems 38 about the
engine central longitudinal axis A which is collinear with
their longitudinal axes.
[0031] The core airflow is compressed by the low pres-
sure compressor 44 then the high pressure compressor
52, mixed and burned with fuel in the combustor 56, then
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expanded over the high pressure turbine 54 and low pres-
sure turbine 46. The turbines 46, 54 rotationally drive the
respective low speed spool 30 and high speed spool 32
in response to the expansion. It will be appreciated that
each of the positions of the fan section 22, compressor
section 24, combustor section 26, turbine section 28, and
fan drive gear system 48 may be varied. For example,
gear system 48 may be located aft of combustor section
26 or even aft of turbine section 28, and fan section 22
may be positioned forward or aft of the location of gear
system 48.
[0032] Although the gas turbine engine 20 is depicted
as a turbofan, it should be understood that the concepts
described herein are not limited to use with the described
configuration, as the teachings may be applied to other
types of engines such as, but not limited to, turbojets,
turboshafts, and three-spool (plus fan) turbofans wherein
an intermediate spool includes an intermediate pressure
compressor ("IPC") between a low pressure compressor
("LPC") and a high pressure compressor ("HPC"), and
an intermediate pressure turbine ("IPT") between the
high pressure turbine ("HPT") and the low pressure tur-
bine ("LPT").
[0033] The fan 42 includes a fan hub or a fan rotor 60
that carries a fan blade 62 having a tip assembly 64. A
fan case 66 is disposed about the fan 42. The fan case
66 includes a rub strip 68 that is disposed on an inner
surface of the fan case 66. The fan blade 62 having a tip
assembly 64 radially extends from and is incorporated
into the fan rotor 60. As used in the present disclosure,
the radial direction is a direction that is disposed sub-
stantially perpendicular to the engine central longitudinal
axis A. Furthermore, as used in the present disclosure,
the axial direction is direction that is disposed substan-
tially parallel to the engine central longitudinal axis A.
[0034] The fan blade 62 may be made of a lightweight
composite such as a fiber composite material. Referring
to FIG. 2, the fan blade 62 includes a blade body 70. The
blade body 70 includes a root 80, a tip 82, a leading edge
84, a trailing edge 86, a pressure side 88, and a suction
side 90. The root 80 is disposed proximate the fan rotor
60. The tip 82 is radially spaced apart from the root 80
and is disposed proximate the rub strip 68 that is disposed
on the inner surface of the fan case 66. The leading edge
84 is spaced apart from and is disposed opposite the
trailing edge 86. The pressure side 88 and the suction
side 90 each radially extend from the root 80 to the tip
82. The pressure side 88 and the suction side 90 each
axially exceed and between the leading edge 84 and the
trailing edge 86. The pressure side 88 and the suction
side 90 each connect the leading edge 84 to the trailing
edge 86. The root 80 extends between proximal ends of
the leading edge 84, the trailing edge 86, the pressure
side 88, and the suction side 90. The tip 82 extends be-
tween distal ends of the leading edge 84, the trailing edge
86, the pressure side 88, and the suction side 90.
[0035] The tip assembly 64 is disposed between the
rub strip 68 that is disposed on the inner surface of the

fan case 66 and the tip 82 of the blade body 70 of the
fan blade 62. The tip assembly 64 has a first end 94 and
a second end 96. The first end 94 of the tip assembly 64
is operatively connected to the blade body 70 proximate
the tip 82. The second end 96 of the tip assembly 64 is
disposed opposite the first end 94 and extends towards
the rub strip 68. In at least one embodiment, the second
end 96 is configured to engage the rub strip 68.
[0036] The tip assembly 64 may be made of a metallic
material. Referring to FIGS. 2- 4, the tip assembly 64
includes a leading edge wall 100, a trailing edge wall 102,
a pressure side wall 104, a suction side wall 106, and a
tip wall 108.
[0037] The leading edge wall 100 is disposed proxi-
mate the leading edge 84. The leading edge wall 100
may smoothly transition from the leading edge 84 of the
blade body 70 such that the leading edge wall 100 is
disposed substantially parallel to the leading edge 84. In
at least one embodiment, a leading edge notch 110 may
be formed in the blade body 70 and may extend between
the leading edge 84 and the tip 82 of the blade body 70.
[0038] The leading edge wall 100 radially extends be-
tween the first end 94 and the second end 96 of the tip
assembly 64. The leading edge wall 100 defines a leading
edge wall first end 112 and a leading edge wall second
end 114. The leading edge wall first end 112 engages
the leading edge 84. The leading edge wall second end
114 is spaced apart from the leading edge 84 and is dis-
posed proximate the rub strip 68.
[0039] The trailing edge wall 102 is disposed proximate
the trailing edge 86. The trailing edge wall 102 is disposed
substantially parallel to the leading edge wall 100. The
trailing edge wall 102 may smoothly transition from the
trailing edge 86 of the blade body 70 such that the trailing
edge wall 102 is disposed substantially parallel to the
trailing edge 86. In at least one embodiment, a trailing
edge notch may be formed and the blade body 70 and
may extend between the trailing edge 86 and the tip 82
of the blade body 70.
[0040] The trailing edge wall 102 radially extends be-
tween the first end 94 and the second end 96 of the tip
assembly 64. The trailing edge wall 102 defines a trailing
edge wall first end 120 and a trailing edge wall second
end 122. The trailing edge wall first end 120 engages the
trailing edge 86. The trailing edge wall second end 122
is spaced apart from the trailing edge 86 is disposed prox-
imate the rub strip 68.
[0041] The pressure side wall 104 and the suction side
wall 106 each extend radially between the first end 94
and the second end 96 of the tip assembly 64. The pres-
sure side wall 104 and the suction side wall 106 each
extend axially between the leading edge wall 100 and
the trailing edge wall 102. In at least one embodiment, a
junction between the pressure side wall 104 and the suc-
tion side wall 106 proximate the leading edge 84 of the
blade body 70 defines the leading edge wall 100. In at
least one embodiment, a junction between the pressure
side wall 104 and the suction side wall 106 proximate the
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trailing edge 86 of the blade body 70 defines the trailing
edge wall 102.
[0042] An abradable or an erosion coating may be dis-
posed about the tip assembly 64. The erosion coating
may be disposed proximate the first end 94.
[0043] The tip wall 108 extends between the leading
edge wall 100, the trailing edge wall 102, the pressure
side wall 104, and the suction side wall 106. The tip wall
108 is disposed substantially parallel to the tip 82. The
tip wall 108 engages and/or is disposed on the tip 82 of
the blade body 70. The tip wall 108 is bonded to the tip
82 of the blade body 70.
[0044] The tip wall 108 includes a first face 130 and a
second face 132 each extending axially between the
leading edge wall 100 and the trailing edge wall 102. The
first face 130 is configured to engage the tip 82 of the
blade body 70. The second face 132 is disposed opposite
the first face 130 and faces towards the rub strip 68.
[0045] In at least one embodiment, at least one protru-
sion 133 may extend from the second face 132 of the tip
wall 108 towards the second end 96 of the tip assembly
64. The protrusion 133 may have various geometric con-
figurations such as a finger, a rounded perturbation, or
the like. The protrusion 133 may be disposed substan-
tially perpendicular to the second face 132 of the tip wall
108. A plurality of protrusions may be axially spaced apart
from each other and may be disposed substantially par-
allel to the leading edge wall 100 and trailing edge wall
102.
[0046] The tip wall 108 defines a plurality of holes 134
that extend from the first face 130 towards the second
face 132. The plurality of holes 134 extend completely
through the tip wall 108. The plurality of holes 134 are
offset from the at least one protrusion 133. The plurality
of holes 134 are configured to provide a visual indicator
of the complete bond line between the tip wall 108 and
the tip 82 of the blade body 70. For example, should an
adhesive be applied to bond the tip wall 108 of the tip
assembly 64 to the tip 82 of the blade body 70, the ad-
hesive may protrude through a substantial portion of the
plurality of holes 134 to ensure that sufficient adhesive
has been applied or that sufficient bonding has occurred.
[0047] The tip wall 108 includes a first portion 136 and
the second portion 138. The first portion 136 operatively
connected to the leading edge wall 100. The first portion
136 is disposed between and is spaced apart from the
leading edge wall first end 112 (the first end 94 of the tip
assembly 64) and the leading edge wall second end 114
(the second end 96 of the tip assembly 64). The second
portion 138 is operatively connected to the trailing edge
wall 102. The second portion 138 is disposed between
and spaced apart from the trailing edge wall first end 120
(the first end 94 of the tip assembly 64) and the trailing
edge wall second end 122 (the second end 96 of the tip
assembly 64).
[0048] The leading edge wall first end 112, the trailing
edge wall first end 120, a portion of the pressure side
wall 104, a portion of suction side wall 106, and the first

face 130 of the tip wall 108 define a receiving region 140.
In other words, the tip assembly 64 defines a receiving
region 140 that extends from the first end 94 towards the
tip wall 108. The receiving region 140 receives a portion
of the blade body 70 disposed proximate the tip 82 of the
blade body 70. For example, the receiving region 140 is
configured to receive the tip 82, the leading edge 84, the
trailing edge 86, the pressure side 88, and the suction
side 90 of the blade body 70 of the fan blade 62.
[0049] The leading edge wall second end 114, the trail-
ing edge wall second end 122, a portion of the pressure
side wall 104, a portion of the suction side wall 106, and
the second face 132 of the tip wall 108 define a pocket
142. In other words, the tip assembly 64 defines a pocket
142 that extends from the second end 96 towards the tip
wall 108. The pocket 142 may establish an air pocket
that provides an area of insulation for the composite fan
blade 42 and the abradable coating from heat that may
be generated during rubbing between the second end 96
of the tip assembly 64 and the rub strip 68.
[0050] In some embodiments, the at least one protru-
sion 133 may subdivide the pocket 142 into at least two
pockets. The at least two pockets may establish multiple
air pockets to provide multiple areas of insulation.
[0051] During operation of the gas turbine engine 20,
radial growth of at least one of the fan blade 62 and the
tip assembly 64 may occur due to the fan 42 rotate in
about the central engine longitudinal axis A. The radial
growth may cause the second end 96 of the tip assembly
64 to engage and rub into the rub strip 68.
[0052] The term "about" is intended to include the de-
gree of error associated with measurement of the partic-
ular quantity based upon the equipment available at the
time of filing the application. For example, "about" can
include a range of 6 8% or 5%, or 2% of a given value.
[0053] The terminology used herein is for the purpose
of describing particular embodiments only and is not in-
tended to be limiting of the present disclosure. As used
herein, the singular forms "a", "an" and "the" are intended
to include the plural forms as well, unless the context
clearly indicates otherwise. It will be further understood
that the terms "comprises" and/or "comprising," when
used in this specification, specify the presence of stated
features, integers, steps, operations, elements, and/or
components, but do not preclude the presence or addi-
tion of one or more other features, integers, steps, oper-
ations, element components, and/or groups thereof.
[0054] While the present disclosure has been de-
scribed with reference to an exemplary embodiment or
embodiments, it will be understood by those skilled in the
art that various changes may be made and equivalents
may be substituted for elements thereof without depart-
ing from the scope of the present disclosure. In addition,
many modifications may be made to adapt a particular
situation or material to the teachings of the present dis-
closure without departing from the essential scope there-
of. Therefore, it is intended that the present disclosure
not be limited to the particular embodiment disclosed as
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the best mode contemplated for carrying out this present
disclosure, but that the present disclosure will include all
embodiments falling within the scope of the claims.

Claims

1. A fan blade (62) for a gas turbine engine (20), com-
prising:

a blade body (70) having a pressure side (88)
disposed opposite a suction side (90), each of
the pressure side and the suction side extending
radially from a root (80) towards a tip (82) and
extending axially from a leading edge (84) to-
wards a trailing edge (86); and
a tip assembly (64) disposed on the tip, the tip
assembly having:

a leading edge wall (100) disposed proxi-
mate the leading edge, a trailing edge wall
(102) disposed proximate the trailing edge,
and a tip wall (108) extending between the
leading edge wall and the trailing edge and
disposed parallel to the tip.

2. The fan blade (62) of claim 1, wherein the leading
edge wall (100) extends radially between a leading
edge wall first end (112) that engages the leading
edge (84) and a leading edge wall second end (114)
that is spaced apart from the leading edge.

3. The fan blade (62) of claim 2, wherein the trailing
edge wall (102) extends radially between a trailing
edge wall first end (120) that engages the trailing
edge (86) and a trailing edge wall second end (122)
that is spaced apart from the trailing edge.

4. The fan blade (62) of claim 3, wherein the leading
edge wall second end (114), the trailing edge wall
second end (122), and the tip wall (108) at least par-
tially define a pocket (142).

5. The fan blade (62) of claim 3 or 4, wherein the tip
wall (108) has a first portion (136) that is operatively
connected to the leading edge wall (100) and a sec-
ond portion (138) that is operatively connected to the
trailing edge wall (102).

6. The fan blade (62) of claim 5, wherein the first portion
(136) is disposed between and is spaced apart from
the leading edge wall first end (112) and the leading
edge wall second end (114).

7. The fan blade of claim 5 or 6, wherein the second
portion (138) is disposed between the trailing edge
wall first end (120) and the trailing edge wall second
end (122).

8. The fan blade (62) of any preceding claim, wherein
the tip assembly (64) is bonded to the tip (82) of the
blade body (70).

9. The fan blade (62) of any preceding claim, wherein
a suction side wall (106) extends between the lead-
ing edge wall and the trailing edge wall.

10. The fan blade (62) of claim 9, wherein a pressure
side wall (104) is disposed opposite the suction side
wall and extends between the leading edge wall and
the trailing edge wall.

11. The fan blade (62) of claim 10, wherein the tip wall
(108) extends between the leading edge wall, the
trailing edge wall, the suction side wall, and the pres-
sure side wall and is disposed parallel to the tip (82).

12. The fan blade (62) of claim 11, wherein a first face
of the tip wall and first ends of the leading edge wall,
the trailing edge wall, the pressure side wall, and the
suction side wall define a receiving region that re-
ceives the tip of the blade body.

13. The fan blade (62) of any preceding claim, wherein
the tip wall includes a first face and a second face
disposed opposite the first face and the tip wall de-
fines a plurality of holes that extend from the first
face to the second face.

14. A gas turbine engine (20), comprising:

a fan section (22) having a fan case (66) dis-
posed about a fan (42), the fan case having a
rub strip (68) disposed on an inner surface of
the fan case; and
a fan blade (62) according to any preceding
claim incorporated into a rotor (60) provided with
the fan section.

15. The gas turbine engine (20) of claim 14, wherein the
tip (82) engages the tip wall (108).
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